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1. Introduction

Hadrons are classified by QCD quantum numbers, in particularisospin I , angular momentumJ
and parityP. Studying a hadron by means of lattice QCD typically requires a trial stateO|Ω〉,
where|Ω〉 is the vacuum andO a suitable hadron creation operator such thatO|Ω〉 has the required
quantum numbersI(JP).
When using the Wilson twisted mass lattice discretization for the quark fields, parity and isospin/
flavor symmetries are broken at finite lattice spacing. Consequently, isospinI and parityP are
only approximate quantum numbers (which, of course, becomeexact in the continuum limit). This
might cause practical problems. For example in general it isnot possible to construct trial states,
where mixing of different parity states or mixing ofIz= 0 states withI = 0 andI = 1 is not present.
To study the corresponding hadrons in a rigorous way, e.g. todetermine their masses, one has to
compute large correlation matrices containing states fromdifferent parity and isospin/flavor sectors
and extract all hadron masses of interest in a single analysis. Cf. e.g. [1] for a detailed theoretical
discussion and [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] for various recent examples.
Here we explore the possibility to combine Wilson twisted mass sea quarks with either (untwisted)
Wilson + clover valence quarks or Wilson twisted mass + clover valence quarks. Since the clover
term can be used to cancel part of the lattice discretizationerrors, the above mentioned symmetry
breaking and mixing problems are expected to be reduced, when using such mixed action setups.
In particular for spectroscopy these setups might be advantageous.

2. Lattice setup

2.1 Sea quarks and gauge link configurations

This work is based on gauge link configurations generated by the ETM Collaboration with the
Iwasaki gauge action [10] andNf = 2+1+1 flavors of twisted mass quarks. The light degenerate
(u,d) quark doublet is described by the standard Wilson twisted mass action [11],

Slight[χ (l), χ̄ (l),U ] = a4∑
x

χ̄ (l)(x)
(

DW(m0)+ iµγ5τ3

)

χ (l)(x), (2.1)

while for the heavy(c,s) sea quark doublet the twisted mass formulation for non-degenerate quarks
of [12] has been used,

Sheavy[χ (h), χ̄ (h),U ] = a4∑
x

χ̄ (h)(x)
(

DW(m0)+ iµσ γ5τ1+ τ3µδ

)

χ (h)(x). (2.2)

In both casesDW denotes the standard Wilson Dirac operator andm0 the untwisted quark mass,
while χ (l) = (χ (u),χ (d)) andχ (h) = (χ (c),χ (s)) are the quark fields in the so-called twisted basis.
When tuning the theory to maximal twist, automaticO(a) improvement for physical quantities
applies [12, 13]. This tuning has been done by adjustingm0 such that the PCAC quark mass in the
light quark sector vanishes.
All computations presented in the following have been performed on 100 gauge link configurations
generated withβ = 1.9, (L/a)3 ×T/a = 323 × 64, κ = (2am0 + 8)−1 = 0.16327,aµ = 0.004,
aµσ = 0.15 andaµδ = 0.19. This corresponds to a lattice spacinga≈ 0.086fm and a pion mass
mπ ≈ 320MeV. More details regarding this ensemble can be found in[14].
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2.2 Valence quarks

2.2.1 Wilson twisted mass valence quarks

To avoid s and c quark mixing [1], one typically uses a twisted mass discretization for valence
s and c quarks, which is different from the seas and c quarks (2.2). It is given by (2.1) with
χ (l) → χ (s) = (χ (s+),χ (s−)) andµ → µs (or χ (l) → χ (c) = (χ (c+),χ (c−)) andµ → µc). Note that
there are two possibilities to realize e.g. a valencec quark,χ (c+) andχ (c−), which differ in the sign
of the twisted mass term,±iµcγ5.
The bare charm quark massaµc = 0.27678 has been chosen such that theD meson mass computed
within this mixed action setup with flavor structure ¯c+d agrees with theD meson mass computed
in the unitary setup, i.e. using (2.2) also for valencesquarks.

2.2.2 Wilson twisted mass + clover valence quarks

As motivated in section 1 we consider the clover term in the valence quark action with the intention
to reduce lattice discretization errors related to parity and isospin/flavor breaking.

In the Wilson twisted mass case we add the clover term

Sclover[χ (l), χ̄ (l),U ] = cswa5∑
x

∑
µ<ν

χ̄ (l)(x)
1
2

σµνFµν(x)χ (l)(x) (2.3)

to the quark action (2.1), whereσµν = i[γµ ,γν ]/2 andFµν(n) = i(Qµν(x)−Qν µ(x))/8a2 is the dis-
cretized field strength tensor withQµν denoting the sum over plaquettes in theµ-ν-plane attached
to x (for details cf. e.g. [15] and references therein). The coefficientcsw= 1.62051 has been chosen
according to a perturbative expansion [16].

Wilson twisted mass quarks with and without clover term require a separate tuning to maximal
twist. Again we adjustκ = (2am0+8)−1 such that the PCAC quark mass

amPCAC =
〈∂0Ab

0(t/a)Pb(0)〉
2〈Pb(t/a)Pb(0)〉

, b= 1,2 (2.4)

(Ab
µ(x) =

1
2 χ̄ (l)(x)γµ γ5τbχ (l)(x), Pb(n) = 1

2 χ̄ (l)(x)γ5τbχ (l)(x)) vanishes, resulting inκ = 0.13883
(cf. Figure 1). Note that Wilson twisted mass quarks at maximal twist are already automatically
O(a) improved. The intention of adding the clover term is, therefore, to cancel part of the remaining
O(a2) contributions [17, 18].
The bare light and charm quark massesaµl = 0.0036847 andaµc = 0.291968 have been tuned
such that the pion mass and theD meson mass are approximately the same as with the valence
quark action from section 2.2.1 (Wilson twisted mass valence quarks).

2.2.3 Clover improved Wilson valence quarks

We proceed as in section 2.2.2, this time choosingµ = 0 and using quark fields in the physical
basis, i.e.χ (l) → ψ(l).

The light and charm hopping parametersκl = 0.13832 andκc = 0.12286 have been tuned such that
the pion mass and theD meson mass are approximately the same as with the valence quark action
from section 2.2.1 (Wilson twisted mass valence quarks).
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Figure 1: (left) amPCAC as a function of the temporal separationt/a; (right) amPCAC as a function of 1/2κ
(statistical errors are smaller than the symbols).

3. Numerical results

3.1 Computation ofD and theD∗
0 meson masses

We determine theD and theD∗
0 meson masses by studying the asymptotic exponential behav-

ior of correlation functionsCjk(t) = 〈(O j(t))†
Ok(0)〉. Suitable creation operators are denoted

by O j ∈ {χ̄ (c+)γ5χ (d) , χ̄ (c+)χ (d)} for Wilson twisted mass (+ clover) valence quarks andO j ∈

{ψ̄(c)γ5ψ(d) , ψ̄(c)ψ(d)} for Wilson valence quarks. These operators generate theD and theD∗
0

quantum numbersJP = 0− andJP = 0+, when applied to the vacuum. The correlation functions
are computed using the one-end trick (cf. e.g. [19]) with a single set of four spin-diluted stochastic
timeslice sources per gauge link configuration.
When using clover improved Wilson valence quarks, one can show analytically that the off-diagonal
correlation matrix elements vanish, i.e.Cjk = 0 for j 6= k. For more complicated problems and
larger correlation matrices typically half of the correlation matrix elements, which are non-zero
when using Wilson twisted mass valence quarks, vanish. Thismight be a considerable advantage
in cases, where the computation of correlation matrices requires sizable HPC resources.
When using Wilson twisted mass valence quarks (with or without clover term) the full 2×2 cor-
relation matrix has to be computed and both theD meson and theD∗

0 meson mass have to be
determined by a single analysis, e.g. by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem,

Cjk(t)v
(n)
k (t, t0) = Cjk(t0)v

(n)
k (t, t0)λ (n)(t, t0) , m(n)

eff (t, t0) = ln

(

λ (n)(t, t0)

λ (n)(t +a, t0)

)

(3.1)

(cf. e.g. [20]). A constant fit to the effective massesm(n)
eff (t, t0 = a) in the plateau-like region at large

t yields the masses of theD and theD∗
0 meson.

Note that the determination of the meson masses is simpler with clover improved Wilson quarks:
two effective masses can be determined independently from the two diagonal elements ofCjk, i.e.
solving a generalized eigenvalue problem is not necessary.
In Figure 2 we compare effective mass plots for theD meson (green curves) and theD∗

0 meson (blue
curves) obtained with the three valence quark actions discussed in sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.3. While
Wilson twisted mass valence quarks with and without clover term yield plateaus of similar quality,
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the corresponding clover improved Wilson plateaus are of somewhat lower quality. Whether this is
the case also for other observables (e.g. mesons of different flavor structure), will be part of future
investigations.
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Figure 2: effective masses ofD andD∗
0 obtained with different valence quark actions.

A certain indication, whether adding the clover term to the twisted mass action indeed reduces
the mixing betweenP = − and P = + states, is provided by the squared absolute value of the
eigenvector components|v(n)j |2 obtained, when solving the generalized eigenvalue problem(3.1).
These eigenvector components are plotted in Figure 3 as functions of the temporal separationt/a.
For theD meson we observe that mixing is significantly reduced from≈ 10% to<

∼5% (left column),
while for the D∗

0 meson there is no qualitative change (right column). We planto extend this
analysis to other hadrons in the near future.

3.2 Pion mass splitting

Due to isospin breaking in twisted mass lattice QCD, the charged pionπ± and the neutral pion
π0 are of different mass. The mass splitting∆(mπ)

2 = |m2
π± −m2

π0,con| (“con” denotes the neglect
of disconnected diagrams, which vanish in the continuum limit) is anO(a2) lattice discretization
artifact. Hence,∆m2

π is another indicator, whether adding the clover term indeedreduces isospin
breaking.

For Wilson twisted mass valence quarks with and without clover term we find

a2∆(mtm
π )2 = 0.035(4) , a2∆(mtm+clover

π )2 = 0.032(2), (3.2)
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Figure 3: squared absolute eigenvector components for theD meson (left column) and its parity partner,
theD∗

0 meson (right column), for standard Wilson twisted mass valence quarks (upper line) and for clover
improved Wilson twisted mass valence quarks (lower line).

i.e. within statistical errors the splitting is not reduced. This is in contrast to a similar quenched in-
vestigation [17], where a reduction of the pion mass splitting by more than a factor 2 was observed.

4. Summary and outlook

We presented first results of a comparison of three differentmixed action setups: Wilson twisted
mass sea quarks with either (1) Wilson twisted mass, (2) Wilson twisted mass + clover and (3)
Wilson + clover valence quarks. The goal is to reduce twistedmass parity and isospin symmetry
breaking. This might be helpful for ongoing hadron spectroscopy projects, in particular [7, 8, 9].
Clover improved Wilson valence quarks have the advantage that trial states from different parity or
isospin/flavor sectors are orthogonal. Therefore, only half as many correlation functions compared
to using twisted mass valence quarks need to be computed. A disadvantage seem to be stronger
statistical fluctuations in effective masses (here observed for theD and theD∗

0 meson).
For the case of Wilson twisted mass valence quarks it is not yet clear, whether adding the clover
term as discussed in section 2.2.2 significantly reduces twisted mass symmetry breaking. While
there is less mixing for theD meson, other observables related to twisted mass symmetry breaking,
in particular the pion mass splitting, essentially do not change.
To be able to decide, whether one of the clover improved mixedaction setups is advantageous,
further investigations and more numerical results are necessary. In particular we plan to study
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different lattice spacings and a larger set of observables.
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